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Agenda
 Background
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Users and Their 
Requirements





 METs [executive education]
 Federal, state and local agencies
 First responders
 Public
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HSDL Content Scope
 Macro level
 Historical and current debate
 Policies
 Decisions and issues
 Technical and scientific information
 Tools to help the first responder 
 Primary emphasis
 Support the NPS Homeland Security curriculum
 Support NPS research 
 Support the Mobile Education Teams [METS]
 Support the certification program 
 Secondary emphasis 
 Government agencies [federal, state and local]
 First responders
 Public
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Content Coverage
 Government documents [federal, 
state and local] 
 Policies and procedures
 Research studies





 Public repository materials
 Legislative materials
 Agency data sources
 State and local plans
 Journal articles
 Internet sites
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Content Format
 Format [preference toward standard 
formats]
 Text [pdf, txt, rft, word, web hypertext]
 Multimedia [ppt, audio, video]
 Images [jpg, gif, tiff, bmp]
 Data files [excel, MS access]















 Faculty & students
 Weblogs
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Finding Tools (2)
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Newsletters
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Tracking Services
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Data Entry Form
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Completed Form
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Screenshot of current HSDL 
Portal
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Screenshot of a Topic
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Coverage Levels
 Comprehensive
 As far are reasonably possible, the collection will 
contain all significant works, regardless of format
 Research
 Contains the major published works required for 
theses and independent research as well as all 
important reference works and a wide selection 
of intellectual content
 Basic
 A highly selective collection which will introduce 
and define the subject
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Content Issues
 Aggregation
 Vulnerability to data 
gathering technology
 Inadvertent disclosure of 
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 Commercial data sources
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